
Meet the Artist – Jeff Wolf 
Art Deco Wall Art



Inspiration



Draw it out to scale

Once you have the inspiration, then you start drawing the design.   
     1) This will take several iterations and re-work. 
     2) Once you have a design in mind, start drawing it out to scale. 
     3) Use Graph paper 
     4) Make adjustments as needed 
     5) Precision is the key



Draw it out to scale



Decide on Color and Construction

The decision on the colors and the Construction must be made early in the process.  These decisions will 
determine the work required and the difficulties to overcome. 

The colors need to be complimentary and/or need to highlight aspects.   
     1) I wanted the project to look like a cross with a sash draped over the cross  

• Cross Orange/Red/Yellow 
• Sash Blues and Clear 

     2) I decided to use Screen Melts for the Cross and the Sash 
     3) I wanted the background to be neutral 

• Elephant Gray 
     4) I wanted the piece to look like it is made in the stained glass style 

• Seams to be Steel Blue



Decide on Color and Construction

Once you have decided on the colors you need to start constructing the parts. 

Screen Melts: 
• Create a Dam to contain the glass 
• Place a Stainless Steel screen above the container 
• Stack the glass on the screen with the colors you want to mix together in this part 

• 50+% Clear allows for depth and movement 
• Heat/melt the glass through the screen into the container 

Decide how you want to place the pieces to have as little gaps as possible 
• Strips flat or on edge (different Looks)



Decide on Color and Construction



Decide on Color and Construction



Tools for Creating the pieces

When creating the pieces you need to be aware of the sizes and shapes.  We have many different tools to 
help us create the shapes that we need.  These tools are: 

1) Tile/Glass Saw for Cutting the thicker slabs of glass (Screen Melts) 
2) Strip Cutters for cutting thin strips of the Steel Blue as the Seams 
3) Morten Cutting system for cutting the shapes of the Background 
4) Lap Grinder and Post Grinder for fine tuning the shapes to fit together tightly



Tools for Creating the pieces



Assembling the Piece

Before we can fuse all of the pieces together, we need to assemble them in the pattern that we have 
designed.  One of the most important things to remember is to construct the piece upside down! 

The assembly must be done in a systematic way to ensure that you have the tightest fit possible.  Based on 
the design I chose, I had to assemble in the following order: 
1. Outside edges that are square  

• This helps ID the exact size of the project as well as provide the edge force to keep the pieces 
together.  I glued them using Hair Spray to the Pattern drawn on the Thin Fire. 

2. The Diamond shaped Cabochon 
• This helps make sure that the angles on the Sash are correct 

3. The cross and the Sash get assembled next 
4. The Diamond Cabochon's at the bottom 
5. Final Fit of the remaining pieces



Assembling the Piece 
Outside Edges



Assembling the Piece 
Diamond Shaped Cabochon



Assembling the Piece 
Cross and Sash



Assembling the Piece 
Cross and Sash



Assembling the Piece 
Diamond Cabochons on the bottom



Assembling the Piece 
Final Fit the remaining pieces



First Firing 
Full Fuse

Now that we have assembled the piece, we CAREFULLY move it to the kiln!  We need to make sure that all 
of the pieces are as tight as possible in order not to have holes in the piece. 

In this firing we are “Full Fusing”, which means that we are heating up the glass to the point where it is 
fluid like stiff pudding.  The glass pieces melts together and when it cools it will be one piece of glass.   

I mentioned earlier about building the project upside down.  This is because the glass in a Full Fuse 
moves/settles/pushes etc.  The top moves more than the bottom, because the bottom is touching the kiln 
shelf and it has resistance, whereas the top is “Free Floating and has more ability to move. 

Due to the various types of glass (Screen Melt, Sheet Glass, Strip Construction) there is a lot of potential 
for movement.



First Firing



First Firing

Top ➔ Bottom ➔



Cold Working

We cold work the projects after the first firing to clean up the edges, touch up any mistakes, make any 
last minute adjustments.  This process could include Grinding, Cutting, Dremel grinding (bubbles), 
adding glass, etc.  Sometimes that requires a second full fusing because all of these activities cause 
“scratches” that will need to be fired out! 

In the case of this project I only had to clean up the edges where they had touched the dams used to 
contain the project.



Final Firing 
Contour Fuse

After we have cold worked the project we usually put the glass into the kiln for a contour fuse.  A 
Contour fuse softens the edges and “shines” or Gloss the glass back up.  In our project we have to also 
fire the glass for two reasons: 

1. To change the color of the Steel Blue from blue to metal steel. 
2. To change the face from matt finish to glossy (since it was against the shelf in the Full fuse) 

We always run the risk of the top of the glass moving, but the desired effect of the steel blue and the 
glossing up the glass is worth it.



Finally done!


